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Glossary
The right-hand column lists the lesson in the IndependentStudy Textbook in which the word is first used.
Key Word

Definition

Lesson

abolished

destroyed; completely done
away with

7

accountability

condition, quality, fact, or
instance of being responsible;
dependability

4

administration

the managing of a business,
office, or institution

1

allocated

distributed in shares or according
to a plan; allotted

4

ambition

a strong desire for fame or
success; seeking after high
position, great power, or wealth

9

apathy

lack of emotion; lack of
interest; listless condition,
unconcern; indifference

9

appropriate

suitable; proper

2

assertive type

one who performs best when
given a degree of independence
and freedom to be creative; one
who is positive and confident in a
persistent way

5

assume

take for granted; suppose
(something) to be a fact

2

assumption

the act of assuming;
supposition; presumption

2
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attitudes

refers here to the thoughts
and feelings that show one’s
disposition; opinion

1

authoritarian

believing in, relating to, or
characterized by unquestioning
obedience to authority as that of
a dictator rather than individual
freedom of judgment and action

6

authority

the power or right to give
commands, enforce obedience,
take action, or make
final decisions

1

behaviors

ways of acting; conduct

1

capabilities

practical abilities; abilities,
features not yet developed

1

casually

happening by chance; without
definite or serious intention;
apathetic; unconcerned; careless

4

centurion

the commander of a group of
about 100 soldiers in the ancient
Roman army

9

chants

words spoken monotonously
or repetitiously; to utter, sing, or
recite in the manner of a chant

9

characteristics

distinguishing traits, features, or
qualities that are peculiar to, and
help identify someone

1

circumcision

a religious rite of the Jews (see
Genesis 17:10–14)

3

climactic

pertaining to or coming to
a climax

4

competencies

abilities; capacities

7

comprehend

to grasp mentally; understand

3

compromise

used here to mean a weakening,
as of one’s principles

9
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conceited

having too high an opinion of
oneself; vain

4

confidant

a close, trusted friend, to whom
one confides intimate matters
or secrets

6

consequences

the results of actions, processes,
and so on; outcomes; effects

6

consultant

an expert who is called on for
professional or technical advice
or opinions

3

controversy

discussion of a question in
which opposing opinions clash;
debate; disputation

3

courageous

fearless; brave; full of courage

5

credibility

quality of being
believable; reliable

3

custody

a guarding or keeping safe; care,
protection, guardianship

9

defiance

the act of defying; open, bold
resistance to authority and
refusing to recognize or obey it

7

depressed

gloomy; dejected; sad

9

depression(s)

a period or periods when one
is low-spirited, dejected, and
gloomy; emotional condition
characterized by feelings of
hopelessness and inadequacy

9

descriptive
words

the artful selection of words
that provide positive and
encouraging feedback

5

dimensions

here used as ideas or aspects

6

dire

calling for quick action; urgent

7

downtrodden

oppressed; subjugated;
tyrannized over

6
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dramatic

filled with action, emotion, or
exciting qualities

3

empowered

having power or authority

1

enchanted

to be under the spell of;
bewitched

7

environment

surrounding things, conditions,
or influences

9

equality

state or instance of being
equal; like or alike in quality,
degree, value; of the same rank,
ability, merit

5

evaluative
words

choice of words that measure
one’s performance against
an accepted standard to
demonstrate his or her lack of
adequate performance

5

exemplary

serving as a model or example;
worth imitating

1

exiles

those who are banished
from their own country for a
prolonged period

7

exotic

strange or different in a way that
is striking or fascinating; strangely
beautiful, enticing

7

expectations

what is anticipated; one’s beliefs
about the probability of what
will occur

2

faction

group of people who stand up
for their side against the rest of a
larger group; dissension

6

favoritism

the showing of more kindness
and indulgence to some person
or persons than to others;
having favorites; art of being
unfairly partial

9
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figurative
meanings

meanings not in their original,
usual, literal, or exact sense or
reference; for example, in “the
blaring headlines,” the word
“blaring” is in a figurative sense

5

frustration

state of being frustrated,
checked, baffled; disappointment

2

Gentiles

as used here, any persons who
are not Jews

3

handicapped

hindered, hampered;
disadvantaged

4

harassing

to trouble by repeated raids or
attacks; also to trouble, worry,
or torment

2

harmonize

be in or bring into harmony,
accord, or agreement

6

imminent

likely to happen soon; about
to occur

6

impulsive

acting or likely to act on impulse;
easily moved

2

indulge

to give way to one’s own desires
(because of a weak will or an
amiable nature)

9

institutional
goal

the final or ultimate goal of the
institution, which is achieved by
making and reaching other goals

7

internalize

to make the leader’s attitudes,
ideas, norms, and so on, a part of
one’s own patterns of thinking

9

intuitive

having or perceiving by intuition;
the learning or knowing of
something without the conscious
rise of reasoning; immediate
apprehension or understanding

5
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languid

to be faint or listless; without
vigor or vitality; drooping; weak;
sluggish; dull; slow

9

magnificent

exalted; exceptionally good;
noble; sublime

4

manipulate

to manage or control by shrewd
use of influence, often in an
unfair way

2

martyr

person who is put to death or is
made to suffer greatly because of
his or her religion or other beliefs

9

ministry

the act of ministering or serving;
ministration; refers to the
collective ministries of believers
in the New Testament church as
seen in
Romans 12:6–8;
1 Corinthians 12:28;
Ephesians 4:11–16

1

morality

moral quality or character; the
character of being in accord
with the principles or standards of
right conduct

9

morals

principles, standards, or habits
with respect to right or wrong
in conduct

9

motivated

being induced, incited, or
impelled to action

2

motivation

the state or condition of
being motivated

2

mystical
symbols

spiritually significant messages or
words beyond human compre
hension; having magical power

9

operational
goal

objectives employed to help
reach the institutional goal

7
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operations

processes or actions that are parts
of series in some works

1

oppressive

hard to put up with; cruelly
overbearing; harsh; severe; unjust

1

organizations

the manner in which groups are
organized or structured for some
specific purpose

1

panic

a sudden, unreasoning, hysterical
fear, often spreading quickly

9

perceptions

the act of perceiving or the ability
to perceive; mental grasp of
objects, qualities, and so on, by
means of the senses; awareness,
comprehension; insight, intuition,
or the faculty for these

5

perpetuate

to make perpetual; cause to
continue or be remembered

8

perpetuation

carrying on; making perpetual

1

poise

ease and dignity of manner; selfassurance; composure

9

policy

a principle, plan, or course
of action, as pursued by a
government, organization,
or individual

3

potentialities

the possibilities or capabilities of
becoming, developing

2

prejudice

suspicion, intolerance, or irrational
hatred of other races, creeds,
religions, occupations, and so on

5

principle

a fundamental truth, law,
doctrine, or motivating force
upon which others are based

1

privation

lack of the comforts or necessities
of life

7
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professional

pertaining or appropriate to a
profession; here it refers to the
scholarly study of leadership

3

psychology

the science dealing with the
mind and with mental and
emotional processes

3

rank

a relative position, usually in a
scale classifying persons or things;
grade; degree

9

rationally

reasonably; sensibly

7

recognition

the acknowledgment of achieve
ment, service, merit in the form of
some token of appreciation

2

recruitment

the act or process of enlisting
people for service

3

relations

the connections or dealings
between or among persons in
business or private affairs

2

relationships

connections, associations, or
involvements among people

2

relevant

relating to the matter at hand;
pertinent; to the point

4

remorse

deep, painful regret for having
done wrong

8

reputation

what people think and say
the character of a person is;
character in the opinion of others

3

responsibility

condition, quality, fact, or
instance of being responsible;
obligation; accountability

1

responsible

expected or obliged to account
for something to someone

1
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responsive type

one who reacts easily or readily
to suggestion or appeal; requires
detailed instructions in order to
perform task

5

ridicule

laugh at; make fun of

6

routine

a regular, more or less unvarying
procedure; customary,
prescribed, or habitual, as of
business or daily life

6

scepter

the rod or staff carried by a
ruler as a symbol of royal power
or authority

7

self-concept

an individual’s conception of
himself or herself and his or her
own identity, abilities, worth

3

sensation

action of the senses; power to
see, hear, feel, taste, smell

9

serene

peaceful; calm; tranquil; quiet

9

servitude

the condition of a slave, serf, or
the like; subjection to a master

4

specific

something specially suited for a
given use or purpose; definite,
precise, particular

1

spontaneously

of one’s own free will; natural;
of itself

5

status

position; rank; standing; high
position; prestige

7

strategy

skillful planning and management
of anything

4

style

best defined here as the
continuation of behaviors, or the
tendency to act in a certain way

2

symptom

sign; indication

6
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techniques

the method of procedure
or way of using basic skills in
accomplishing something

4

theory

a speculative idea or plan as to
how something might be done

2

traits

the personal qualities of a leader

1

ultimate

greatest or highest possible;
maximum

3

unique

rare; unusual

3

vaguely

not clearly, precisely, or
definitely stated

5

